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ICC-ES Continues Substantial Client Growth to Support Industry 
Recovery 

Growth demonstrates manufacturers demand and confidence for ICC-ES Reports 
 
     ICC Evaluation Service (ICC-ES), the experts in building product evaluation and certification, 
reports 2015 was another year of substantial growth.  The growth is attributed to focusing on enhanced 
customer service, fast application turnaround time, and continued high quality evaluation reports that 
code officials look for and manufacturers demand. 
 
 
          MiTek-USA Senior Vice President of Engineering Ray Yu, P.E., S.E. said,“Mitek-USA has been 
a long-term client of ICC-ES and we rely on their expertise, reputation and ability to evaluate innovative 
building products like ours. Their dedication and responsiveness to our needs and timely turn-around 
when evaluating our products, and our knowledge that code officials prefer ICC-ES reports when 
deciding to approve new building materials are why we keep coming back to ICC-ES.” 
 
     ICC-ES’ Listing programs also play a significant role in the growth. The Plumbing, Mechanical and 
Fuel Gas (PMG) program offers certification to the International Plumbing Code (IPC®), the 
International Swimming Pool and Spa Code (ISPSC®), the EPA WaterSense® program and an 
expanded scope from the Standards Council of Canada (SCC). The Building Product Listing Program 
provides manufacturers with credible documentation that their products are compliant with standards 
used in the building industry. It also has an expanded SCC scope. 
 
ICC-ES is dedicated to helping its clients succeed, and customers repeatedly choosing its services are a 
reflection of an appreciation of the company’s commitment to the highest level of customer service and 
responsiveness.  ICC-ES is encouraging those who are not among its industry clients to try ICC-ES for 
its product code compliance evaluations and listings needs. 
 
For more information, contact an ICC-ES Connect+ Customer Care expert at 1-800-423-6587 ext. 1. 
       
About ICC-ES 
A nonprofit, limited liability company, ICC-ES is the United States’ leading evaluation service for 
innovative building materials, components and systems. ICC-ES Evaluation Reports (ESRs), Building 
Product Listings and PMG Listings provide evidence that products and systems meet requirements of 
codes and technical standards. The ICC-ES  Environmental Programs issue VAR environmental reports 
that verify a product meets specific sustainability targets defined by today’s codes, standards, green 
rating systems and ICC-ES environmental criteria. The Environmental Programs now offer 
Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs), to meet global market demand for science-based, 
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transparent, quality-assured information about a product’s environmental performance. ICC-ES is a 
member of the ICC Family of Companies. For more information, please visit www.icc-es.org.  
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